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Abstract Identifying software components is a crucial task in software
development. There are a number of methods to identify components in the
literature; however, the majority of these methods rely on clustering techniques
with expert judgment. In contrast to the previous methods, which have used
classical clustering techniques, this paper maps the components identification
problem to an optimization problem. We propose a novel GA-based algorithm
(Genetic Algorithm) as a powerful optimization search algorithm, called SCI-GA
(Software Component Identification using Genetic Algorithm), to identify
components from analysis models. SCI-GA uses software cohesion, coupling, and
complexity measurements to define its fitness function. For performance evaluation,
we evaluated SCI-GA using three real-world cases. The results reveal that SCI-GA
can identify correct suboptimal software components, and performs far better than
alternative heuristics like k-means and FCA-Based methods.
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Introduction

In Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) process, partitioning a
software space to identify components is a crucial task. Several methods have been
presented to identify software components, but they do not agree on what exactly
is a component. Birkmeier and Overhage [BO09] divided components into three
categories: Business-oriented components [AOB08, CYW11, GS01, JCI01, LYC99,
PTZ08, WXZ05], Architecture-focused or Logical components [Ham09, KC04,
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LJK01, SJH10], and Technical components [CC11]. Business-oriented components
are associated with business components and require realizing business processes.
Architecture-focused components concentrate on logical characteristics, i.e., a
structuring is required in them. Finally, Technical components focus on
deployment and implementation aspects.
This paper concentrates on a logical definition of component as follows [KPS08]:
"A logical component, in contrast to a physical component, is a component
representing requirements except for technology, environments, and constraints.
Nevertheless, it is meaningful that these logical components provide the starting
point for designing the software architecture".
Logical components are the primary abstractions of the entire design of a
system. Partitioning a system into logical components has a key role in defining the
system architecture [SJH10]. During the CBSD process, a software architect is
responsible for decomposing a system into some logical components. However,
because of heavy reliance on software architect experience, it is an extremely
difficult and error prone task to identify logical components without any tool
support [BO09]. To help overcome this difficulty, several works suggest automatic
or semi-automatic methods to identify logical components.
Current attempts to identify logical components rely on classical clustering
techniques with expert judgment and cluster either use cases or classes of a system
into components. Lee et al. [LJK01] proposed a method for clustering classes into
logical components with high cohesion and low coupling. Kim et al. [KC04]
employed use case models, object models and collaboration diagrams to identify
components. Hamza [Ham09] proposed a framework based on the theory of Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) to partition a class diagram into logical components with
some heuristics similar to clustering techniques. Shahmohammdi et al. [SJH10]
proposed a feature-based clustering method to identify logical components, in
which several features like actors and entity classes were presented to measure the
similarity between a pair of use cases. Therefore, several classical clustering
techniques like k-means, Hierarchal, Graph-based method, and Fuzzy C-means
were examined to achieve good software architecture.
These four methods use classical clustering techniques, and suffer from several
common weaknesses. First, they need to manually adjust their thresholds, and
highly depend on expert judgment to select the best solution. Second, the number
of components must be manually determined by experts in advance. Third, they
use different classical clustering techniques like k-means, which are inefficient to
deal with complex search landscapes due to their simple greedy and heuristic
nature [RW10]. Finally, the common objective of these methods is to optimize
clustering criteria like Sum of Squared Error (SSE) and Variance Ratio Criterion
(VRC) [HCF09] rather than software design measurements like software cohesion,
coupling, and complexity.
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Recently, evolutionary algorithms have been widely applied to software
problems. Therefore, a new scope of software engineering by the name of SearchBased Software Engineering (SBSE) [HMZ12] has emerged to reformulate software
problems as optimization problems. In [SP13], all works related to SBSE are
categorized and Search-Based Design works are particularly surveyed in [Räi10].
The goal of this paper is to improve limitations of Clustering-Based methods.
Therefore, we propose a search-based method called SCI-GA, which is based on an
evolutionary approach (a GA-Based method), with the aim of mapping the logical
component identification problem to an optimization problem. Compared with
other Clustering-Based methods, especially [SJH10], SCI-GA has a number of
distinguishing characteristics:
1. Component identification is an NP-complete problem [CYW11]. Therefore,
SCI-GA uses a Meta-heuristic method (i.e., GA) as a powerful optimization
search algorithm to identify components instead of a heuristic like k-means.
2. There is no requirement for the number of components to be determined in
advance, and it can automatically identify the suitable number of
components.
3. It uses a fitness function that measures software cohesion, coupling, and
complexity metrics, so it automatically identifies suitable components.
For justification, we evaluated SCI-GA using three real-world cases, and the
obtained results are analyzed and discussed in comparison with other methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deﬁnes component
identiﬁcation problem, and Section 3 describes software design measurements used
in SCI-GA. In Section 4, SCI-GA is described in detail, and in Section 5, we
evaluate SCI-GA using three real-world cases. Finally, after describing related
works in Section 6, Section 7 provides concluding remarks and future works.

2

Component Identification Problem

The goal of logical component identification is to partition requirements of a
system into meaningful units. In RUP methodology [Kru00], requirements of a
system are identified in the Requirements Capture Workflow, and are presented by
use case model. Use case model consists of some use cases and actors. After
capturing use cases, in RUP methodology, the identified use cases are described
with more details at the Analysis and Design Workflow. One of the important
artifacts in Analysis and Design Workflow is analysis class diagram. In fact, for
each use case, an analysis class diagram is created. Each analysis class diagram
consists of three types of classes: boundary (interface), control, and entity (data)
classes. In this paper, SCI-GA inputs are a use case model and analysis class
diagrams of a system. The goal of this paper is to partition use cases of a system
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into cohesive and independent units called logical components. Figure 1(a) shows a
representative use case model of a system. As shown in Figure 1(a), this system has
two actors and seven use cases. In addition, Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding
logical components which are identified for this system as an example. As shown in
Figure 1(b), three logical components are identified for this sample system.

Figure 1 - (a) An example use case model and (b) the corresponding logical components of
use cases of part (a) as an example

3

Software Design Measurements

Maintainability and reusability are two important factors in component
identification. For this reason, SCI-GA employs software cohesion, coupling and
complexity metrics, which will be defined in below.

3.1

Cohesion

To compute software cohesion, in this paper, we propose a metric based on
similarity between a pair of use cases. In [SJH10], a use case is quantitatively
represented by a feature vector. Among the properties of each use case presented in
[SJH10], we only use two important property sets, i.e., actors and entity classes,
because these property sets have major impacts according to the sensitivity
analysis performed in [SJH10], and the preprocessing cost of making all properties
available in [SJH10] is too high. In our feature-based representation, a "use
case/property" matrix, called F, is created, where all use cases are listed in rows
and all entity classes and actors in columns, respectively. In this matrix, each Fij is
th
either 0 or 1, i.e., 1 entry denotes the i use case (UCi) has a relationship with
property j (EntityClassj or Actorj) and 0 otherwise. For example, Figure 2 shows a
sample F matrix of the use cases introduced in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2, this
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system has seven use cases, two actors, and five entity classes; hence, F will be a
binary matrix with 7 rows and 7 columns.
A Set of Actors

A Set of Entity Classes

Class1

Class2

Entity
Class 3

Entity
Class4

Entity
Class 5

Actor1 Actor2 Entity Entity

A Set of
Use cases

UC1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

UC2

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

UC3

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

UC4

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

UC5

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

UC6

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

UC7

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

Figure 2 - a sample "use case/property" matrix for the use cases of Figure 1

There are many similarity measurements to measure the similarity between a
pair of vectors, in terms of features [RW10]. Based on experiments in [SJH10], we
choose Simple coefficient (see Equation 1) to compute the similarity between two
use cases. Let n11 denote the number of features present in both UCi and UCj, n10
denote the number of features present in UCi but not UCj, n01 denote the number
of features present in UCj but not UCi, and n00 denote the number of features not
present in both UCi and UCj.

(1)
Table 1 shows a matrix in which all similarities among use cases of Figure 2 are
computed in terms of Equation (1). For example, the similarity between UC4 and
UC5 is 0.714, because according to Figure 2, n11, n00, n10, and n01 values for these
use cases are 3, 2, 1, and 1, respectively.
There is no component cohesion measurement based on use case model.
Consequently, according to Cohesion Ratio (CR) idea [Bal96]: Q/(P+Q), where the
number of pairs with similarity (Q) is divided by the total number of pairs, we
propose a new Component Cohesion (CC) measurement based on a use case model
deﬁned as Equation (2).
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Table 1 - The similarity matrix of the "use case/property" matrix presented in Figure 2
UC1

UC2

UC3

UC4

UC5

UC6

UC7

0.714

0.286

0.857

0.857

1

0.286

UC1

1

UC2

0.714

1

0.286

0.571

0.857

0.714

0.571

UC3

0.286

0.286

1

0.143

0.143

0.286

0.714

UC4

0.857

0.571

0.143

1

0.714

0.857

0.143

UC5

0.857

0.857

0.143

0.714

1

0.857

0.429

UC6

1

0.714

0.286

0.857

0.857

1

0.286

UC7

0.286

0.571

0.714

0.143

0.429

0.286

1

(2)

Where CC(cmpc) is the cohesion of a component cmpc and mc is the number of
use cases in cmpc. In other words, to compute the cohesion of component cmpc, the
summation of similarities between all pairs of its use cases is divided into
maximum interactions between them (
). An example of this metric is presented
below.
Take Figure 1(b) and Table 1 as an example. The CC values of components
cmp1, cmp2, and cmp3 are 0.905, 0.857, and 0.714, respectively. For example,

(

)=

(

,

)

(

,

)

(

,

)

=

.

.

= 0.905.

The CC value of a component lies in the range [0,1] and if a component has
only one use case, its CC value equals to 1. A component with a higher CC value is
better than one with a smaller CC value. For evaluating the overall software
cohesion, we use Equation (3), where n is the number of components.
(3)
For example, the SoftwareCohesion value of identified components of Figure
1(b) is equal to 0.825.
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3.2

Coupling

Coupling represents how tightly one component interacts with others. There have
been several studies on component coupling metrics [CL06, WYF03]. However,
most of them are not applicable at an early stage of the software design, because
they usually need factors extracted from source codes. We use CCR [CC11] deﬁned
in Equation (4) to evaluate coupling of a component with others, because it is
applicable at use case model and is also more accurate.

(4)
Where CCR(cmpc) is the coupling of a component cmpc, CP(cmpc) and UCMP
denote a set of components coupled to cmpc and a set of components that compose
a software system, respectively. Note that in CCR, three types of relationships
among use cases including <<include>>, <<extend>>, and <<generalization>>
are considered. In CCR, two components are coupled if there is a relationship
between their use cases. The CCR value of a component lies in the range [0,1]: one
and zero mean that component cmpc is accessed by all the other components and is
entirely independent, respectively. For example, in Figure 1 (b), the CCR values of
components cmp1, cmp2, and cmp3 are 0, 0.5, and 0, respectively. As shown in
Figure 1(b), \CP(cmp1)| = 0, \CP(cmp2)| = 1, |CP(cmp3)| = 0, and |UCMP| = 3.
AlSharif et al. [ABA04] have shown that to compute total software coupling,
Euclidean norm distance formula outperforms average norm formula, so we use
Equation (5) to compute overall software coupling, which is in the range [0,1].
(5)
For example, the SoftwareCoupling value of identified components of Figure
1(b) is equal to 0.189. It is worth mentioning that softwares with lower
SoftwareCoupling are more maintainable and reusable.

3.3

Complexity

Although, there are many metrics to compute software complexity, the majority of
them such as conventional OO complexity metrics including Chidamber and
Kemerer’s metrics [CK94] do not incorporate a procedure to account for
characteristics of CBSD such as component complexity. However, a few metrics are
presented in literature to compute component complexity and most of them are not
applicable at an early stage of software design because of the lack of
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information.UCP (Use Case Point) is one of the famous metrics applicable at use
case model [Kar93].
UCP is a software complexity measurement and is accomplished in two steps as
shown in Equation 6. First, the Unadjusted UCP (UUCP) count is calculated
based on the unadjusted weighted actors and use cases as illustrated in Equations
7, 8, and 9. Second, the Adjusted UCP (AUCP) count is calculated using technical
complexity. Note that we neglect AUCP in complexity measurement, because
determining this technical complexity metric is an extremely difficult task.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Table 1 - UCP actor types and complexity weights

Actor Type

Description

Weight

Simple

Program interface

1

Average

Interactive, or protocol-driven interface

2

Complex

Graphical interface

3

Table 2 - UCP use case types and complexity weights

Use Case Type
Simple
Average
Complex

Description
Fewer than 5 analysis classes
5 to 10 analysis classes
More than 10 analysis classes

Weight
5
10
15

Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW): An actor in a use case can be a person, a
software program or a hardware device. Then, UAW is computed based on three
actor types shown in Table 2 with complexity weights.
Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW): The complexity level of the use cases is
primarily derived from the number of analysis classes. Then, UUCW is computed
based on three use case types shown in Table 3 with complexity weights.
For example, if we take Figure 2 as an example, Table 4 shows the UCP value
of each of the use cases. We suppose that both actors in Figure 2 are graphical
interfaces and each use case has one boundary class and one control class except for
its entity classes.
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Table 3 - The UCP value of each use case of Figure 2

UC1
UC2
UC3
UC4
UC5
UC6
UC7

UAW
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

UUCW
5
5
5
10
10
5
5

UCP
8
8
8
13
13
8
8

We propose a new component complexity measurement based on UCP metric
defined as:

(10)
Where ComponentComplexity(cmpc) and mc are the complexity of a component
cmpc and the number of use cases in cmpc, respectively. In addition, UCPi and
TotalUCP denote the complexity of the ith use case and the summation of all
UCPi, respectively. Moreover, to compute overall software complexity, we employ
Equation (11) according to AlSharif et al. [ABA04] idea about Euclidean norm
distance formula, which is in the range [0,1].

(11)
Where n denotes the number of components in the system. Take Figure 1(b)
and Table 4 as an example. The ComponentComplexity values of components
cmp1, cmp2, and cmp3 are 0.146, 0.159, and 0.121, respectively. For example,

(

)=

×

=

×

= 0.146. In addition, the

SoftwareComplexity value of identiﬁed components of Figure 1(b) is equal to 0.094.
It is obvious that the value of SoftwareComplexity for each system is over zero;
therefore, logical components with lower complexity are more desirable and
maintainable.

4

The SCI-GA Algorithm

To discover the best use cases grouping, i.e., logical components identification, we
have to consider
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(12)
possibilities, where N is the total number of use cases and k is the number of
components [HE03]. For example, there are n(25,5) = 2 × 10 different ways of
grouping 25 use cases into 5 logical components. Therefore, when k is known, it is
not easy to identify the best components. If k is unknown; then, we face to
∑
( , ) possibilities. For example, considering 25 use cases, this number
represents approximately 4 × 10
different component identiﬁcations [HE03].
Thus, the component identification problem is a NP-complete problem [CYW11],
because the number of different ways of grouping N use cases into k components
increases approximately as

! [HE03].
In [SJH10], we identified logical components using classical clustering
techniques, but in this paper, the SCI-GA algorithm is proposed to extend [SJH10].
Our contributions in this paper in comparison with [SJH10] are mentioned as
follows. First, SCI-GA uses a GA-Based algorithm as a powerful optimization
search algorithm to identify components instead of a heuristic like k-means, so that
GA has been used successfully for tackling large and complex search spaces like
NP-complete problems [HCF09]. Second, SCI-GA aims at automatically finding a
near-optimal number of logical components. Finally, SCI-GA proposes a novel
ﬁtness function deﬁned in Section 4.2 to make trade-off among software cohesion,
coupling, and complexity of system components.
Figure 3 shows the SCI-GA algorithm to identify logical components. The
inputs of SCI-GA are a use case model with similarity matrix like Table 1 and
UCP matrix like Table 4. The outputs of SCI-GA are the proper number of
components and identified logical components. In SCI-GA, the initial chromosomes
of population are first generated randomly. Then, for each chromosome, the fitness
is evaluated according to a fitness function deﬁned in Section 4.2. Then, some
chromosomes for reproduction are selected as parents using the roulette wheel
selection scheme [Mic96]. After selecting some parent chromosomes, one of the
three crossover operators deﬁned in Section 4.3.1 is randomly applied on all pairs of
parents to generate two children. Then, one of the two mutation operators defined
in Section 4.3.2 is randomly applied on each generated offspring. After applying
SCI-GA operators, the consistency of each offspring is evaluated and the least fit
chromosomes in the existing population are replaced by the newly generated
offspring. Now, the next generation of population is created; therefore, this process
is repeated until the fittest chromosome satisfies some conditions or the maximum
number of iterations is exceeded.
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4.1

Use Case Encoding in Chromosomes and Population Initialization

To encode the entire logical components of a system in a chromosome, we propose
a novel encoding scheme, in which for each component cmpc, a use case, called
centroid use case (CUCc), is considered as a representative of other use cases
belonging to that component. In the proposed encoding scheme, each component
identification solution is represented as a binary string of N length, where N is the
total number of use cases in the system. Each position of the binary string
th
corresponds to a particular use case, i.e., the i position (gene) represents the UCi.
th
The value of the i gene is 1 if the UCi is a centroid use case and zero otherwise.
Therefore, the number of "1" in the binary string of a chromosome shows the
number of components. For example, the components depicted in Figure 4 can be
encoded by means of the string [0111000], in which UC2, UC3, and UC4 are
centroid use cases of components cmp2, cmp3, and cmp1, respectively. Each UCi
that is not a centroid use case, is assigned to cmpc that UCi has the highest
similarity to CUCc in comparison with other centroid use cases according to
Equation (13). Take Figure 4 and Table 1 as an example. According to Figure 4,
UC1, UC5, UC6, and UC7 are not centroid use cases and must be assigned to one of
the three components with UC2, UC3, and UC4 as centroid use cases. For example,
for UC1, among three similarities between UC1 and each of three centroid use cases,
i.e., Sim(UC1,UC2), Sim(UC1,UC3), and Sim(UC1,UC4),
the value of
Sim(UC1,UC4) is the highest, so UC1 is assigned to cmp1.

(13)
For the initial population, each chromosome is randomly generated by SCI-GA
in such a way that the number of 1’s in each chromosome is uniformly distributed
within [1, kmax], where kmax is a user-defined maximum number of components that
can be determined by software architects to apply their preferences. It should be
noted that the default value of kmax is the total number of use cases.
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Input: A Use case
model with its similarity
and UCP matrices

SCI-GA

Initialize population

Replacement

Fitness Evaluation

Chromosome Evaluation
and Correction

Mutation

Crossover

No

Termination

Selection

Yes
Output: The proper
number of components
and identified logical
components

Figure 3 - The flowchart of the SCI-GA algorithm

cmp 1
UC1
UC1 UC2

0

1

UC3 UC4 UC5 UC6 UC7

1

Gene 1 Related to
Use Case 1

1

0

0

UC4

cmp 3
UC6
UC3

0

Gene 7 Related to
Use Case 7

UC7

cmp 2
UC5

UC2

Figure 4 - SCI-GA encoding

4.2

Objective Function

The input of SCI-GA includes the use case model used in chromosome encoding
and analysis class diagrams used in computing the SCI-GA fitness function. In the
SCI-GA algorithm, we simultaneously employ the SoftwareCohesion,
SoftwareCoupling, and SoftwareComplexity metrics (defined in Section 3) as a
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fitness function. However, in the literature, few works propose a single function to
evaluate the quality of logical components. Making logical components, Choi et al.
[CKH09] proposed a single function called Independence Degree of a System (IDS)
that is computed by the expression (SoftwareCohesion - SoftwareCoupling). When
IDS is high, it consists of more independent components. Based on IDS idea and
with respect to the SoftwareComplexity metric, we propose a new Fitness Function
(FF) defined in Equation (14) to maximize the overall software cohesion and
minimize the overall software coupling and complexity.
(14)
The maximum value of FF denotes that highly cohesive and loosely coupled
components with the least complexity have been obtained.

4.3

Selection and Reproduction

Reproduction in SCI-GA consists of applying both crossover and mutation
operators. In SCI-GA, two chromosomes are selected as parents for crossover, using
the roulette-wheel selection scheme [Deb01], so that each parent’s chance of
selection is directly proportional to its fitness.

4.3.1

Crossover

After selecting some chromosome for reproduction, some pairs of them are
randomly selected to produce offspring chromosomes. SCI-GA uses three standard
crossover operators [Deb01]: one-point, two-point, and uniform crossover operators.
In one-point crossover, a position in the chromosome is randomly selected as parts
of two parents after the crossover position are exchanged. In two-point crossover,
two positions are randomly chosen and the parts between them are exchanged.
In uniform crossover, a mask binary vector is first generated at random.
Suppose that a mask such as [0110001] is generated; then, the values of the 2nd,
3rd and 7th genes are taken from the second parent to copy in the corresponding
genes of the first offspring, and the others are taken from the first parent. For the
sake of illustration, an example of these operators is shown in Figure 5. It should
be noted that SCI-GA uses one of these three crossover operators at random for
each pair of chromosomes.
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Figure 5 - Example of crossover operators: (a) one-point, (b) two-point, and (c) uniform
crossover

4.3.2

Mutation

After crossover, the offspring are mutated to avoid getting trapped at local optima
on one hand and to ensure diversity on the other hand. SCI-GA uses two novel
mutation operators including Eliminate Mutation and Add Mutation operators.
SCI-GA uses Eliminate Mutation and Add Mutation operators to allow for the
number of components to be changed dynamically as the evolutionary process
progresses. Therefore, the number of components does not need to be specified by
software architects in advance.
In Add Mutation, one chromosome is selected; then, it randomly changes value
of a gene, i.e., its value is changed from "0" to "1". By applying Add Mutation to a
chromosome, the number of components is increased by one.
In Eliminate Mutation, a component is randomly chosen and eliminated, i.e.,
the value of its centroid use case is set to zero. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo
code of the Eliminate Mutation operator. As shown in Algorithm 1, a candidate
component can be a component, which has the highest CCR or
ComponentComplexity values or the one with the lowest CC value. By applying
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Eliminate Mutation to a chromosome, the number of components is decreased by
one. It is expected that when a component with the highest ComponentComplexity
value is eliminated and the use cases belonging to it are assigned to other
components, the value of SystemComplexity is decreased. However, this decrease is
not an inclusive event. It should be noted that SCI-GA uses one of these two
mutation operators at random for each chromosome.

Algorithm 1 - The Eliminate Mutation description

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

4.4

Cmprandom : Select randomly a component belonging to the parent
chromosome.
Cmpcomplex : Select a component with the highest ComponentComplexity
value belonging to the parent chromosome.
Cmpnot-cohesive : Select a component with the lowest CC value belonging to the
parent chromosome.
Cmpdependent : Select a component with the highest CCR value belonging to
the parent chromosome.
Cmpcandidate : Choose randomly a component among Cmprandom, Cmpcomplex,
Cmpnot-cohesive, and Cmpdependent.
The corresponding gene value of centroid use case of Cmpcandidate is set to
zero.

Component Evaluation and Correction

The main challenge of applying genetic operators to chromosomes is that invalid
component solutions may be produced. An identified component solution is invalid
if the number of components is less than 1 or more than kmax. To illustrate this
point, let us apply the one-point crossover to both chromosomes [0100011] and
[1000000], as displayed in Figure 6 (bold type refers to the exchanged genetic
information). It is not difficult to see that similar problems may occur under the
other used crossover operators and introduced mutation operators.
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Parent1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1

Parent1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0

Parent2

1

0 0 0 0 0 0

Parent2

0

0

0

0 1 1 1

Child1

0

0

Child1

1

1

0

0

0

0
(a)

0

0

0

1

1

kmax = 3

1

(b)

Figure 6 - Examples of invalid identified components after applying one-point crossover: (a)
the number of components of Child1 is 0 and (b) the number of components of Child1 is
more than kmax

To solve this problem, we propose four methods as follows:
a. Omission: In this method, after applying each operator, if an invalid
offspring is generated, it is omitted from the population, and does not
participate in the next generation.
b. Applying Again: In this method, if an invalid offspring is produced, because
of applying crossovers on a pair of parents or mutations on a parent, this
offspring is omitted and genetic operators are applied again on those
parents.
c. Punishment: In this method, if the produced offspring is invalid, its fitness
is decreased. The motivation of this method is that when the fitness of an
invalid offspring is decreased, the chance of its presence in the next
generation is extremely decreased, but in contrast to omission method,
participation in the next generation is possible. To decrease the fitness of an
invalid offspring, we need a penalty function, which is described in Equation
(15).
(15)

Where FFold and FFnew are the initial fitness of an invalid offspring and
its fitness after punishing, respectively. Moreover, NIC denotes the number
of "1" of the invalid offspring. For example, in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), the
values of P are 1 and 2 (i.e., 5-3), respectively.
d. Correction: The goal of this method is to correct an invalid offspring;
therefore, it uses Eliminate and Add mutations described in Section 4.3.2
for this correction. If the number of components of the invalid offspring is
zero, the Add mutation operator is applied on it. Moreover, if the number
of components of the invalid offspring is higher than kmax, the Eliminate
mutation operator is applied P (according to Equation 15) times on it.
We evaluate these methods in Section 5.2 and the efficient method is derived
from experiments.
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4.5

Replacement and Termination Conditions

SCI-GA uses the roulette-wheel replacement scheme [Deb01] to replace new
members of the current population to the old ones, in which a chromosome with
the higher fitness has more chance to survive in the next generation.
For the sake of simplicity, the generation step is stopped when the number of
iterations exceeds the limit or when the best fitness value does not improve during
some generations.

5

Experimental Results

We implemented SCI-GA and set its parameters by performing empirical studies
[Gre86] as follows: population size was 100, crossover and mutation rates were 70%,
and 2%, respectively. In addition, the SCI-GA algorithm was stopped when the
generation number reached 1000 or the ﬁtness value did not improve during the
last 50 generations.
For measuring the performance of SCI-GA, we have applied it on an Online
Broker System (OBS), derived from a number of established Internet-based broker
systems [CSC13], a Restaurant Automation System (RAS) [CSC13] and
AgriInsurance System [AIF13]. The analysis models of both OBS and RAS cases
are reported in [CSC13], and are comprised of 30 and 32 use cases, 4 and 6 actors,
22 and 25 analysis classes, and 6 and 10 entity classes, respectively.
Note that AgriInsurance System provides farmers with financial protection
against production losses caused by natural perils, such as drought, flood, hail,
frost, excessive moisture and insects. This system is designed and implemented by
Yass-System Company, one of the famous software house companies in Iran, for
Agriculture Bank, the Iranian bank customized to agriculture finance for Iranian
farmers. This system is developed by more than 10 professional developers with the
average of 4 years of experience and comprises 68 use cases, 27 actors, 233 analysis
classes, and 154 entity classes. According to Equation (12), to identify the best
logical components, we have to consider ∑
(30, ), ∑
(32, ), and
∑
(68, ) possibilities for OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System cases,
respectively. It seems that these problem spaces are enough to show the SCI-GA
effectiveness.
It should be noted that for OBS and RAS cases, 3 professional developers with
the average of 5 years of experience, are considered as experts, and one of them
with more experience than others combines solutions of all developers to reach one
solution. It is worth mentioning that the goal of all experts is to increase software
cohesion and decrease software coupling and complexity.
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For comparison, CRUD-Based [LYC99], Clustering-Based [SJH10], and FCABased [CYW11] methods are considered. We implemented these methods and
applied them on OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System cases, but due to the space
limitation, we only demonstrate the final results of them, and the details of
evaluations are reported in [CSC13].
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the components obtained by SCI-GA for OBS and
RAS cases, respectively. Note that in Figures 7 and 8, dark use cases refer to the
centroid use cases. For OBS case, comparing the components identified by experts
(reported in [CSC13]) with the components identiﬁed by SCI-GA (Figure 7) shows
that SCI-GA automatically obtains components which are approximately the same
as the ones identified by experts. Indeed, there is only one difference between
components identified by experts and SCI-GA: the UC28-Compute Benefit in
components identiﬁed by experts belongs to Component 6, but to Component 3 in
SCI-GA components (see Figure 7). However, the values of SoftwareCohesion and
SoftwareComplexity metrics, i.e., 0.969 and 0.0771, for SCI-GA components are
slightly better than the values identiﬁed by experts for components (i.e., 0.966 and
0.0779).
For RAS case, comparing the components identified by experts (reported in
[CSC13]) with the components identified by SCI-GA (Figure 8) shows that SCI-GA
automatically obtains 8 components, as opposed to 7 components determined by
experts. In fact, all components identified by both SCI-GA and experts are the
same except for Components 2 and 3. However, SCI-GA divides the expert’s
Administrator component into two cohesive components (Components 2 and 3 in
Figure 8), because this component is too complex. Indeed, dividing the complex
Administrator component into two simpler components in the SCI-GA results leads
to improve the values of SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling, and
SoftwareComplexity metrics, i.e., 0.907, 0.138 and 0.0153, respectively, in contrast
to the ones identified by experts for the components (i.e. 0.886, 0.144 and 0.0159,
respectively).
For AgriInsurance System case, comparing the components identified by experts
with the components identified by SCI-GA shows that SCI-GA automatically
obtains 11 components, as opposed to 9 components determined by experts and
including Administrator, Policy Management, Commissions, Billing, General
Ledger, Claims, Reporting, Calculations and User Managements components.
However, SCI-GA divides each of the expert’s Administrator and Policy
Management components into two simpler components, because these components
are too complex. Indeed, dividing each of the complex Administrator and Policy
Management components into two simpler components in the SCI-GA results leads
to improve the values of SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling, and
SoftwareComplexity metrics, i.e., 0.867, 0.111 and 0.0599, respectively, in contrast
to the ones identified by experts for the components (i.e., 0.842, 0.112 and 0.0623,
respectively).
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It should be noted that to evaluate components identified by SCI-GA according
to expert opinions, we employ a metric, called Quality metric [TH99], which is
presented in Equation (16).

( ,

) = (1 −

( ,

)
) × 100

(16)

Where MoJo( ,
) computes the minimal number of Move
and Join operations needed to transform solution A into the expert’s solution, and
n is the total number of use cases of the system. Note that a solution with higher
Quality Metric value has higher similarity with the expert’s solution than that with
a lower value.
Table 5 compares the ﬁnal results of applying various methods on OBS, RAS
and AgriInsurance System cases in terms of the number of components identified
by each method, the number of different use cases in components identified by each
method compared with experts and the value of Quality metric for each solution.
As shown in Table 5, SCI-GA outperforms the other methods, and has the closet
results to the ones identified by experts.
For RAS case, although the number of different use cases of components
identified by SCI-GA compared with experts is 6, but the reason of this case is that
SCI-GA identiﬁes 8 simpler and cohesive components for RAS case (see Figure 8)
in comparison with 7 components identiﬁed by experts [CSC13]. However, when we
use expert opinions in SCI-GA to determine the number of components for RAS
case in advance (i.e., kmax is set to 7), SCI-GA identiﬁes a solution with 7
components, which has only 4 diﬀerent use cases compared with experts. Moreover,
for AgriInsurance System, SCI-GA automatically identiﬁes 11 components and
when we use expert opinions to determine the number of components in advance
(i.e., kmax is set to 9), it identifies a solution with only 6 different use cases
compared with the expert’s solution. The key point in Table 5 is that SCI-GA
automatically identifies the number of components, which is approximately the
same as expert opinions, as opposed to other methods, which must be given in
advance.
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Table 5 - Results of different methods applied on OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System case
studies according to the number of components, the number of different use cases compared
with experts and Quality metric
Case Study

OBS

Method
COMO
(CRUD-Based) [LYC99]
Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based)[SJH10]
Cai et al.
(FCA-Based) [CYW11]
SCI-GA (Evolutionary)
Expert

RAS

COMO
(CRUD-Based) [LYC99]
Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based)[SJH10]
Cai et al.
(FCA-Based) [CYW11]
SCI-GA (Evolutionary)
with 7 components
determining by experts
in advance
SCI-GA (Evolutionary)
Expert

AgriInsurance
System

No. of
Components

No. of different use
cases compared with
experts

6

12 from 30 use cases

60

6

5 from 30 use cases

83

5

4 from 30 use cases

87

6

1 from 30 use cases

97

6

0

100

7

17 from 32 use cases

47

7

10 from 32 use cases

69

7

7 from 32 use cases

78

7

4 from 32 use cases

88

8

6 from 32 use cases

81

7

0

100

9

28 from 68 use cases

59

9

19 from 68 use cases

72

9

16 from 68 use cases

76

91

Quality
metric

COMO
(CRUD-Based) [LYC99]
Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based)[SJH10]
Cai et al.
(FCA-Based) [CYW11]
SCI-GA (Evolutionary)
with 9 components
determining by experts
in advance
SCI-GA (Evolutionary)

9

6 from 68 use cases

11

9 from 68 use cases

87

Expert

9

0

100

Table 6 shows the values of SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling,
SoftwareComplexity, and FF metrics for the final results of applying various
methods on OBS and RAS cases. As shown in Table 6, for three metrics introduced
in Section 3 and FF metric, SCI-GA outperforms the other methods. Accordingly,
it is concluded that SCI-GA has far better performance in searching component
space than classical clustering techniques used in [SJH10], and is able to achieve
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near-optimal logical components, which are better than the components identified
by experts in terms of all the four metrics used. An important point in Table 6 is
that SCI-GA with the highest values for FF metric in all three cases has the closest
results to components identified by experts in comparison with the other methods.
Moreover, comparing results of the other methods [CSC13] with the components
identified by experts reveals that when a solution for logical components has a
higher FF value, it is more desirable and closer to expert opinions. Consequently, it
is concluded that FF metric is a suitable metric to evaluate logical components,
and is a metric close to expert opinions.
It is worth mentioning that Cai et al. work [CYW11] on OBS case has a main
limitation in choosing the number of components, i.e., this work cannot identify
more than five components for OBS case [CSC13].

SoftwareCohesion
Metric

SoftwareCoupling
Metric

SoftwareComplexity
Metric

FF Metric

Table 6 - Results of different methods applied on OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System case
studies according to SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling, SoftwareComplexity, and FF
metrics

COMO (CRUD-Based) [LYC99]
Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based) [SJH10]
Cai et al.(FCA-Based) [CYW11]

0.825

0.171

0.079

0.575

0.927

0.163

0.083

0.681

0.919

0.183

0.087

0.649

SCI-GA (Evolutionary)

0.969

0.159

0.0771

0.7329

Expert

0.966

0.159

0.0779

0.7291

COMO (CRUD-Based) [LYC99]
Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based) [SJH10]
Cai et al.(FCA-Based) [CYW11]

0.846

0.169

0.0145

0.663

0.859

0.154

0.0164

0.688

0.864

0.156

0.0140

0.694

SCI-GA (Evolutionary)

0.907

0.138

0.0153

0.7537

Expert

0.886

0.144

0.0159

0.7261

COMO (CRUD-Based) [LYC99]

0.764

0.187

0.0785

0.449

Shahmohammadi et al.
(Clustering-based) [SJH10]

0.821

0.167

0.0873

0.567

Cai et al.(FCA-Based) [CYW11]

0.792

0.145

0.0781

0.569

SCI-GA (Evolutionary)

0.867

0.111

0.0599

0.6961

Expert

0.842

0.112

0.0623

0.6677

Case Study

OBS

RAS

AgriInsurance
System

Method
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Figure 7 – Obtained components for OBS case by SCI-GA

Figure 8 – Obtained components for RAS case by SCI-GA
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5.1

SCI-GA Effectiveness

To clearly show the SCI-GA effectiveness, Figure 9 demonstrates the best obtained
values of the SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling, SoftwareComplexity, and FF
metrics in each generation for OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System cases. As
shown in Figure 9, the value of FF metric is strictly increasing as the number of
generations grows, while the values of other metrics are not necessarily increased.
The upper curve in Figure 9(a) shows that the SoftwareCohesion climbs to a peak
of 0.970 at approximately 120 generations, where as FF, SoftwareCoupling,
SoftwareComplexity metrics, and the number of components of this solution (i.e.,
the identified components) are 0.723, 0.176, 0.071, and 6, respectively. In this
solution, the value of SoftwareCohesion is slightly higher than the value (i.e.,
0.969) in the best result obtained by SCI-GA (presented in Figure 7). However, the
value of SoftwareCoupling is higher than the value (i.e., 0.159) in the best result
obtained by SCI-GA. Therefore, as the value of FF metric for this solution is lower
than the best result obtained by SCI-GA, it is not the best solution.
Considering all case studies reveals that when SoftwareComplexity is not
considered in FF metric, the obtained results are not encouraging. For example, in
the evolution process of RAS case, there is a solution with 0.875, 0.099, 0.132, and
4 for SoftwareCohesion, SoftwareCoupling, SoftwareComplexity, and the number of
components, respectively. Therefore, when the original FF metric (Equation 14) is
considered, the best components obtained (presented in Figure 8) with FF = 0.689
are much better than this solution with FF = 0.644. However, when
SoftwareComplexity is omitted in Equation (14), i.e., FF = (SoftwareCohesion –
SoftwareCoupling), this solution with FF = 0.776 is better than the best obtained
components with FF = 0.758. Accordingly, it is concluded that the proposed FF
metric is practically able to achieve a good trade-off among SoftwareCohesion,
SoftwareCoupling and SoftwareComplexity metrics, i.e., identified cohesive
components with loosely interconnections and low complexity.

5.2

SCI-GA Component Evaluation

To solve invalid component solution, four methods are proposed in Section 4.4. In
this section, we report the results of applying the four proposed methods presented
in Section 4.4 on three used case studies. Table 7 shows the average time of one
iteration, average number of iterations to convergence, average time to
convergence, and the best identified FF for each method. Note that all of these
experiments are performed with a PC with 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB
RAM. As shown in Table 7, using Omission method leads to achieve at least
average time of one iteration, but its best FF is lower than the other methods.
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Figure 9 –The effectiveness of SCI-GA for (a) OBS, (b) RAS, and (c) AgriInsurance
System case studies
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Therefore, the main advantage of the use of Omission method is its simplicity;
however, its main shortcoming is that it is not able to achieve suitable results.
Using Applying Again method leads to have enormous computational cost, and is
not able to achieve a suitable result according to the FF metric. It should be noted
that when Applying Again method is used in these experiments, there are some
cases in which GA operators are called more than 50 times, so this method wastes
a lot of time in the evolution process and is not suggested to use. As shown in
Table 7, although Punishment method achieves plausible results for OBS case, but
it is not able to identify good results for both RAS case and AgriInsurance System.
The reason for this seems to be that determining an effective penalty function is an
extremely diﬃcult task [Sal09], and the penalty function used in Punishment
method is not good for different case studies. Note that to achieve an effective
penalty function, adaptive penalty functions like [PB07] should be suggested. As
shown in Table 7, Correction method achieves the best FF in comparison with the
other methods in all three case studies. In addition, the experiments reveal that
although the average time for one iteration of Correction method is higher than
some other methods, its average time to converge is lower than the other methods.
The reason for this is that using Correction method leads to converge very quickly
in comparison to the other methods and it requires less iteration than the other
methods. It is concluded that among four methods presented in Section 4.4 to
handle invalid solution, Correction method achieves better performance than the
other methods.
Table 7 - The effectiveness of methods to handle invalid components (Average of 30 runs for
OBS and RAS cases, and Average of 10 runs for AgriInsurance System)

Case Study

OBS

RAS

AgriInsurance
System

Method
to handle
invalid
components

Average
time
of one
iteration
(Second)

Average
number of
iterations
to
convergence

Average
time to
convergence
(Second)

The best
identified
FF

Omission
Applying Again
Punishment
Correction
Omission
Applying Again
Punishment
Correction
Omission
Applying Again
Punishment
Correction

3.99
7.21
4.09
4.33
4.41
8.05
4.98
5.12
28.11
85.04
31.67
41.22

282.4
241.6
184.2
160.1
311.3
288.4
193.3
143.3
475.4
382.5
331.9
191.2

1126.78
1741.94
753.38
693.23
1372.83
2321.62
962.63
733.70
13363.49
32665.5
10511.27
7881.26

0.60
0.63
0.72
0.73
0.59
0.61
0.53
0.75
0.62
0.62
0.59
0.70
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It is worth mentioning that the best identified components for OBS, RAS and
AgriInsurance System cases are obtained within 8.6, 10.1 and 117.3 minutes,
respectively.

5.3

A Summary of the Evaluations and SCI-GA Limitations

In Table 8, we have compared SCI-GA to other used methods according to
experiments preformed and mentioned in Tables 5 and 6. Among the four methods,
just FCA-Based method [CYW11] and our method consider both the cohesion and
coupling simultaneously throughout the identification process. Note that this
feature leads to a good trade-off between these metrics.
Table 8 - The qualitative comparison of the component identification methods
Method
Parameter

Considering both
Cohesion and
Coupling
simultaneously
Determining
automatically the
No. of components
Complexity metric
Need expert's
experience
Precision (Match to
expert’s omponents)

Clustering-Based
[SJH10]

CRUD-Based
[LYC99]

FCA-Based
[CYW11]

Evolutionary
(SCI-GA)

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Medium

Medium

Low

Very Low

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Although, all of these methods need to manually determine some parameters,
but some of these parameters have an observable impact on performance. For
example, in FCA-Based method [CYW11], TD and Ts parameters (note that these
are used as thresholds for computing cohesion and coupling) are manually
determined based on expert experiences. However, our method needs to determine
insignificant parameters, such as, the population number, crossover and mutation
rates.
As shown in Table 8, our method has some advantages over other methods,
particularly [SJH10]. First, it can not only set the number of components
determined by experts a priori, but also automatically identify near-optimal
number of components. Second, it uses a powerful optimization search algorithm
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(i.e., GA) instead of simple heuristics like k-means. Third, it considers the
complexity metric along with cohesion and coupling metrics throughout the
identification process. Finally, according to our evaluation in Table 5, it identifies
the most similar components to the ones identified by experts.
In the course of experimentations during the evaluation, a number of limitations
of SCI-GA became apparent. First, using an evolutionary search algorithm leads to
increase complexity, particularly time complexity. However, it should be noted that
to identify logical components at an early stage of software design, it is not
necessary to have a real-time method. Therefore, according to our experiments,
SCI-GA identifies logical components during an acceptable period of time. The
second limitation of SCI-GA is that similar to other existing methods, it cannot
guarantee to achieve an optimal solution, because it is based on a Meta-heuristic
method, i.e., GA. However, as discussed in [HCF09], evolutionary search-based
methods are able to achieve better performance than simple heuristics like k-means.
Furthermore, SCI-GA proposes four methods described in Section 4.4 to avoid
identifying infeasible solutions.

6

Related Works

As mentioned earlier, software components can be divided into three categories:
Business, Logical, and Technical components. The attempts for automatic
identification of logical or business components can be divided into four
approaches, Graph Partitioning [AOB08, PTZ08], Clustering-Based [JCI01, KC04,
LJK01, SJH10], CRUD-based [GS01, LYC99], and FCA-Based [CYW11, Ham09]
approach, which are discussed in detail below. Additionally, we use a new
approach, called Evolutionary, to identify logical components. Note that this
approach is used to identify Technical components, i.e., software modules, from
source codes. For this reason, in the following section, we compare SCI-GA to other
evolutionary-based component identification methods.
Graph Partitioning Approach. Albani et al. [AOB08] have mapped domain models
(data objects, process steps and actors) into vertices and edges of a graph; then,
based on relation types between domain model elements and designer preferences,
they have assigned weights to edges. Finally, the graph is partitioned into
components using a heuristic from graph theories. Peng et al. [PTZ08] have
transformed the relationship model among business elements to a weighted graph.
Then, they have applied a graph segmentation method is applied on the graph to
identify mutually disjoint sub-graphs as components. The authors claimed that the
proposed method has achieved cohesive components with low coupling, but they
have not demonstrated their claim. However, the main limitation of this approach
is that weights are manually assigned to edges according to expert experiences.
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Clustering-Based Approach. Lee et al. [LJK01] proposed a method for clustering
classes into logical components with high cohesion and low coupling. At first, key
classes are selected as candidate components; then, other classes are assigned to the
components that have the highest level of dependency with them. Identifying key
classes is a critical problem, and is manually determined by experts. Jain et al.
[JCI01] used hierarchical agglomerative clustering techniques to iteratively cluster
two elements (i.e., classes) with the highest strength. The strength between
elements is measured using weighted relations manually determined by experts.
Kim et al. [KC04] employed use case models, object models and collaboration
diagrams to identify components. For clustering related functions, functional
dependencies of use cases are calculated, and related use cases are clustered. This
work requires weighting, and does not give any guidelines in this regard.
Shahmohammadi et al. [SJH10] proposed a feature-based clustering method to
identify logical components, in which several features like actors and entity classes
are presented to measure the similarity between a pair of use cases. Therefore,
several classical clustering techniques like k-means, Hierarchal, Graph-based
method, and Fuzzy C-means have been examined to achieve good software
architecture. All of these Clustering-Based methods used classic clustering
techniques; however, they may achieve poor components due to their simple
heuristics, and they have the problem of determining the best number of
components in advance.
CRUD-Based Approach. Lee et al. [LYC99] presented a tool called COMO, in
which “use case/class matrix” is created with respect to use case diagrams and class
diagrams. It is then partitioned into blocks with tight cohesion as business
components. Ganesan and Sengupta [GS01] presented a tool similar to COMO
called O2BC, but it has several diﬀerences in the clustering technique and uses
business events and domain objects as input. However, this approach has a number
of limitations similar to Clustering-Based Approach due to the use of classical
clustering techniques.
FCA-Based Approach. Hamza [Ham09] initially proposed a framework based on the
theory of FCA to partition a class diagram into logical components with several
heuristics similar to clustering techniques. However, this framework emphasizes
stability instead of cohesion and coupling as important metrics to identify
components. CAI et al. [CYW11] proposed a novel method based on Fuzzy FCA.
They transformed business elements and their memberships into a lattice; then,
they used a simple clustering technique to identify components. They used
dispersion and distance concepts to measure the cohesion and coupling,
respectively. However, they used two dispersion and distance thresholds (i.e., TD
and Ts thresholds for computing cohesion and coupling, respectively) with high
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effect on the performance of their method, which must be manually determined by
practical experiences. Moreover, this approach has a number of limitations similar
to Clustering-Based approach, due to the use of classical clustering techniques.
Evolutionary Approach. Recently, evolutionary algorithms have been widely
applied to software problems. Therefore, a new scope of software engineering has
appeared by the name of Search- Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [HMZ12] to
reformulate software problems as optimization problems. In [SP13], all works
related to SBSE are categorized, and Search-Based Design works are particularly
surveyed in [Räi10]. One of the popular scopes of search-based design is module
clustering. In this field, source code of a legacy system is clustered into software
modules with a high degree of cohesion and a low degree of coupling. SCI-GA like
these search-based methods, aims at identifying components with high degree of
cohesion and a low degree of coupling, but the main differences between them is
their inputs. In fact, the inputs of SCI-GA are a use case model and analysis class
diagrams as opposed to the inputs of search-based module clustering (i.e., source
codes).
To identify new well-structured modules based on search-based clustering
methods, a number of heuristics like hill-climbing [MHH03, MM06], and simulated
annealing [MM06] and Meta-heuristics like genetic algorithm [DMM99, PHY11] are
employed. Experiments presented in [PHY11] revealed that Meta-heuristic methods
outperform simple heuristics like hill-climbing for dealing with complex search
space, particularly software clustering search space.
In [DMM99], like SCI-GA, both cohesion and coupling metrics are combined
into a single objective fitness function. On the contrary, in [PHY11], Pareto
optimality is used to module clustering problem with multi-objective approach.
However, the Pareto optimality has several shortcomings [DSK10]. First, it yields a
set of solutions, among which software architects have to select one. For example,
in [SPG10], an iterative multi-objective genetic algorithm is proposed to identify
design classes. In this algorithm, software architects must rank a number of
identified solutions in each generation. In practical applications, the use of Pareto
optimality leads to a semi-automatic method, and its performance highly depends
on experts. Second, the Pareto optimality has generally higher computational costs
and is time-consuming. In fact, when the number of objectives is increased, the
Pareto optimality approach is not suitable, because it needs more population
members and more computations; therefore, its progress is slowed down. Another
difference between SCI-GA and all the existing search-based module clustering
methods is that they aim at optimizing clustering criteria like SSE, intra-edges and
inter-edges of all clusters, in contrast to SCI-GA that aims at maximizing software
cohesion and simultaneously minimizing coupling and complexity. Furthermore,
unlike SCI-GA, the existing search-based module clustering methods do not take
infeasible solutions into account, and do not apply any techniques to handle them.
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Conclusions

With the advent of the evolutionary approach in software engineering, we are now
able to automatically identify logical software components based on a powerful
optimization search algorithm. In this paper, we presented a novel method to
identify logical components based on the evolutionary approach called SCI-GA.
The evolutionary approach supports the logical component identification in
searching components space; therefore, it is more accurate than other approaches.
SCI-GA encodes entire components of a system in a chromosome, so that each
use case is encoded as a gene. In this encoding, some use cases are considered as
representatives of other use cases. The efficiency of SCI-GA was evaluated by using
three real-world OBS, RAS and AgriInsurance System case studies; therefore, the
evaluation results demonstrated that it outperforms other methods such as FCABased and Clustering-Based methods. Additionally, it has an ability to
automatically identify the near-optimal number of logical components for all three
case studies (see Table 5), as opposed to the other methods, in which the number
of components is manually determined according to the number of components
identified by experts. Moreover, in SCI-GA, a novel fitness function was proposed,
and the evaluation results revealed that it is a close metric to expert opinions.
In a future work, we intend to use other optimization algorithms like Ant
Colony or GA hybrid algorithms to improve the search performance and apply the
idea of automatic design pattern selection [HJ99, HJ12] in order to design classes of
each component.
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